The slow (s) and intermediate (i) neutron (n) capture processes occur both in asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars, and in massive stars. To study the build-up of the s-and i-products at low metallicity, we investigate the abundances of Y, Ba, La, Nd, and Eu in 98 stars, at −2.4 < [Fe/H] < −0.9, in the Sculptor dwarf spheroidal galaxy. The chemical enrichment from AGB stars becomes apparent at [Fe/H] ≈ −2 in Sculptor, and causes [Y/Ba], [La/Ba], [Nd/Ba] and [Eu/Ba] to decrease with metallicity, reaching subsolar values at the highest [Fe/H] ≈ −1. To investigate individual nucleosynthetic sites, we compared three n-rich Sculptor stars with theoretical yields. One carbon-enhanced metal-poor (CEMP-no) star with high [Sr, Y, Zr] > +0.7 is best fit with a model of a rapidly-rotating massive star, the second (likely CH star) with the i-process, while the third has no satisfactory fit. For a more general understanding of the build-up of the heavy elements, we calculate for the first time the cumulative contribution of the s-and i-processes to the chemical enrichment in Sculptor, and compare with theoretical predictions. By correcting for the r-process, we derive [Y/Ba] s/i = −0.85 ± 0.16, [La/Ba] s/i = −0.49 ± 0.17, and [Nd/Ba] s/i = −0.48 ± 0.12, in the overall s-and/or i-process in Sculptor. These abundance ratios are within the range of those of CEMP stars in the Milky Way, which have either s-or i-process signatures. The low [Y/Ba] s/i and [La/Ba] s/i that we measure in Sculptor are inconsistent with them arising from the s-process only, but are more compatible with models of the i-process. Thus we conclude that both the s-and i-processes were important for the build-up of n-capture elements in the Sculptor dwarf spheroidal galaxy.
Introduction

The neutron-capture processes
Three main neutron (n) capture processes are known to occur in environments characterized by different n-densities (low to high): the slow (s), the intermediate (i) and the rapid (r) process. The final chemical pattern created by each process depends on the n-density and the overall physical conditions at the production site (e.g. Burbidge et al. 1957; Cameron 1957; Sneden et al. 2008) .
A generally accepted nucleosynthetic site for the main s-process are low-to intermediate-mass stars (m ⋆ 8 M ⊙ ) in the asymptotic giant branch (AGB) phase (e.g. Karakas & Lattanzio 2014) . The heavy elements which are created by AGB stars are distributed to the surrounding interstellar medium (ISM) via stellar winds. This process therefore has a natural time delay relative to more massive stars, which depends on the lifetime of each star and when it reaches the AGB phase. The s-process also occurs in massive stars, mainly in their He-burning cores and C-burning shells, as the 'weak' s-process (e.g. Langer et al. 1989; Prantzos et al. 1990; Raiteri et al. 1991) . The efficiency of the weak s-process decreases with metallicity, and becomes almost zero below Z ∼ 10 −4 (Prantzos et al. 1990 ). However, it has been shown that, given sufficient 22 Ne (n-source via the 22 Ne(n, α) 25 Mg reaction), rotation can boost an enhanced s-process in massive stars (e.g. Pignatari et al. 2008; Chiappini et al. 2011; Frischknecht et al. 2012; Choplin et al. 2018; Limongi & Chieffi 2018) . The impact of rotation on s-process yields in massive stars may be particularly important at low metallicity (Frischknecht et al. 2016) .
of the i-process remain unconfirmed (e.g. Frebel 2018; Koch et al. 2019) , but among the proposed scenarios are: low-mass, low-metallicity ([Fe/H] −3) stars (Campbell & Lattanzio 2008; Campbell et al. 2010; Cruz et al. 2013; Cristallo et al. 2016) , massive (5−10 M ⊙ ) super-AGB stars (Doherty et al. 2015; Jones et al. 2016) , evolved low-mass stars (Herwig et al. 2011; Hampel et al. 2019) , and rapidly accreting white dwarfs (Herwig et al. 2014; Denissenkov et al. 2017) . Finally, massive (m ⋆ > 20 M ⊙ ), metal-poor stars could also play a role in the production of i-process elements (Clarkson et al. 2018; Banerjee et al. 2018) .
The physical sites for the r-process are still strongly debated, and there might be more than one dominant source (e.g. Côté et al. 2019 ). Among the suggested nucleosynthetic sites are: binary neutron star or black hole mergers (Lattimer et al. 1977; Rosswog et al. 1999; Freiburghaus et al. 1999; Watson et al. 2019) , magnetohydrodynamically (MHD) driven supernovae (SN; Winteler et al. 2012; Nishimura et al. 2015 Nishimura et al. , 2017 , collapsars Siegel 2019) , and core-collapse supernovae (ccSNe) (Mathews & Cowan 1990; Mathews et al. 1992; Wheeler et al. 1998; Ishimaru & Wanajo 1999; Ishimaru et al. 2004 Ishimaru et al. , 2005 Wanajo et al. 2003 Wanajo et al. , 2009 .
From an observational point of view, the large scatter of lighter n-capture elements (e.g. Sr, Y, Zr) at [Fe/H] < −2.5 in Milky Way halo stars, suggests that a process different from the main s-, i-, and r-processes is needed to explain the observations (Travaglio et al. 2004; François et al. 2007; Hansen et al. 2012) . The nucleosynthetic site of this process, the 'Lighter-Element Primary Process' (LEPP), also named 'weak' or 'limited' r-process, is unconfirmed. LEPP might for example occur in neutrino-driven winds from ccSN (Wanajo et al. 2001 (Wanajo et al. , 2011 Qian & Wasserburg 2003; Montes et al. 2007; Arcones & Montes 2011; Hansen et al. 2014; Hirai et al. 2019) .
All these processes play a role in creating the various n-capture elements. For practical reasons, however, Ba is often considered the 'canonical' tracer of the s-process, and Eu for the r-process. These elements are relatively easy to measure in stellar spectra, and ∼85% of the solar Ba abundance comes from the s-process, while the r-process is responsible for ∼94% of the Eu in the Sun (Bisterzo et al. 2014) . We note, however, that the analysis of Bisterzo et al. (2014) does not take the i-process into account, which is expected to create a significant amount of both Ba and Eu. But since the i-process sources are still being debated, the overall contribution of the i-process to the chemical enrichment of the Milky Way is very uncertain.
Carbon-enhanced metal-poor stars
Carbon-enhanced metal-poor (CEMP) stars, which have [C/Fe] > +0.7 and [Fe/H] ≤ −2, are categorized into CEMP-no/s/i/r based on their heavy elemental abundance pattern (e.g. Beers & Christlieb 2005; Aoki et al. 2007; Hampel et al. 2016) . The CEMP-s stars (high Ba), have been shown to be mostly in binary systems, and it is generally accepted that the over-abundance of C and the heavier elements in most of these stars is caused by accretion from a companion AGB star (Lucatello et al. 2005; Starkenburg et al. 2014; Abate et al. 2015b Abate et al. ,a, 2018 Hansen et al. 2016b) , while some might show the nucleosyn-thetic products of spinstars, i.e. rapidly rotating (single) massive stars (Choplin et al. 2017) . Similarly, the CEMP-i stars (enhanced in both Ba and Eu; also named CEMPr/s stars) have been suggested to be the result of a mass transfer from a binary companion that has undergone the i-process (Lugaro et al. 2009; Campbell et al. 2010; Dardelet et al. 2015; Hampel et al. 2016; Koch et al. 2019 ). The CEMP-r (high Eu) stars are believed to be polluted in heavy elements mainly by one source (Frebel 2018) . These CEMP-s/i/r stars are thus ideal to study individual nucleosynthetic sites of the s-, i-, and r-processes.
The so-called CEMP-no stars have no enhancements of s-or r-process elements (i.e. Ba and Eu). These stars have significantly lower binary fractions than CEMP-s stars (Starkenburg et al. 2014; Hansen et al. 2016a ). This, combined with the increasing fraction of these stars and more extreme carbon-enhancements towards the lowest [Fe/H] has lead to the belief that the CEMP-no stars show the imprints of the early generations of massive, extremely metal-poor stars (e.g. Umeda & Nomoto 2003; Meynet et al. 2006; Norris et al. 2013; Salvadori et al. 2015; de Bennassuti et al. 2017) . However, recent observations of CEMP-no stars indicate higher binary fraction compared to C-normal stars (Arentsen et al. 2019 ). Furthermore, the general approach of measuring carbon through molecular bands, assuming 1D and local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE), might significantly overestimate their C-abundances (Amarsi et al. 2019a,b; Norris & Yong 2019) .
The CEMP-no stars in dwarf galaxies are still poorly studied (e.g. Salvadori et al. 2015) . However, three CEMPno stars in dwarf galaxies are of special interest: ET0097 1 in Sculptor (Skúladóttir et al. 2015b ), ALW-8 in Carina (Susmitha et al. 2017) , and 10694 in Pisces II (Spite et al. 2018) . These three stars all show enhancements of [Sr,Y,Zr/Ba] > +0.7, which is not typical for CEMP-no stars in the Milky Way (e.g. Allen et al. 2012, and references therein) . However, stars with high [Sr,Y,Zr/Ba] but [C/Fe] < 0 have been observed in the Galactic halo (Honda et al. 2004 (Honda et al. , 2006 (Honda et al. , 2007 and in ω Cen (Yong et al. 2017) . Thus, it is unclear whether the enhancements of carbon and the lighter n-capture elements is connected to the same source, or specifically to the chemical evolution of dwarf galaxies, or if it is merely a coincidence.
The Sculptor dwarf spheroidal galaxy
The first paper of this series, Neutron capture elements in dwarf galaxies I: Chemical clocks and the short timescales of the r-process ; hereafter Paper I), presented new measurements of Mg, Y, Ba, La, Nd, and Eu of 98 red giant branch (RGB) stars in the Sculptor dwarf spheriodal (Sph) galaxy from ESO VLT/FLAMES highresolution (HR) spectra. In continuation of that work, we here investigate the heavy element pattern from the LEPP, s-, and i-processes, using the sample and chemical analysis from Paper I. These stars have previously been carefully studied in the literature, regarding their light, α-and iron peak elements (Tolstoy et al. 2009; North et al. 2012; Fig. 1 . Abundances of Mg and the n-capture elements in the Sculptor dSph. Target stars are shown with blue (GIRAFFE) and light-blue (UVES) circles. Previous measurements in Sculptor from HR spectra are shown with magenta diamonds. Open diamonds are stars with peculiar abundances of the n-capture elements. Milky Way stars are shown with black squares. Sculptor literature: Shetrone et al. 2003; Geisler et al. 2005; Kirby & Cohen 2012; Skúladóttir et al. 2015b; Jablonka et al. 2015 . Milky Way references: Burris et al. 2000 Reddy et al. 2003 Reddy et al. , 2006 Venn et al. 2004; Simmerer et al. 2004; François et al. 2007; Hansen et al. 2012; Mishenina et al. 2013; Roederer et al. 2014 . The SAGA database (Suda et al. 2008 ) was used to gather this compilation. Skúladóttir et al. 2015a Skúladóttir et al. , 2017 Skúladóttir et al. , 2018 Hill et al. 2019) . The third paper in this series: Neutron capture elements in dwarf galaxies III: A homogenized analysis of 13 dwarf spheroidal and ultra-faint galaxies (Reichert et al., submitted to A&A; hereafter Paper III), will present a homogeneous analysis of n-capture elements in various dwarf galaxies.
The Sculptor dSph galaxy is a satellite of the Milky Way with stellar mass ∼10 6 M ⊙ . Its stellar population is predominantly old, > 10 Gyr (de Boer et al. 2012; Weisz et al. Article number, page 3 of 16 A&A proofs: manuscript no. Skuladottir_ncap2 2014; Bettinelli et al. 2019) , and metal-poor; the metallicity distribution function of stars in Sculptor peaks at [Fe/H] ≈ −2 (e.g. Battaglia et al. 2008a ; see also Paper I). The slow chemical enrichment of Sculptor, and other Milky Way satellite dwarf galaxies, provides a unique opportunity to investigate the cumulative contribution of metal-poor AGB stars, which otherwise can only be studied via their mass transfer onto a binary companion.
Chemical abundance analysis
A table with the chemical abundance measurements of Mg, Y, Ba, La, Nd, and Eu for 98 RGB stars in the Sculptor dSph is available via Paper I. In total 88 stars were observed with 4-5 settings of FLAMES/GIRAFFE, R ∼ 20 000, and 10 stars with FLAMES/UVES, R ∼ 47 000.
The Mg measurements were made using the Mg i line at 5528.4 Å, and two additional lines were also used in the UVES spectra, at 5183.6 and 5711.1 Å (Paper I). In our range of stellar parameters, 0 ≤ log g ≤ 1.3, and 3800 ≤ T eff ≤ 4700 (Hill et al. 2019) , the NLTE effects of the 5528.4 Å line are typically small, ∼0.05 dex, with no significant metallicity dependence (Bergemann et al. 2015; M. Kovalev et al. 2018 ).
In the GIRAFFE spectra, three lines were used for the abundance measurements of Y, at 4854.9, 4883.7 and 4900.1 Å. These lines were visible in all spectra were the wavelength range was covered, and several additional lines were also used for the UVES spectra, giving overall consistent results. Two Ba ii lines, at 6141.7 and 6496.9 Å were used for all spectra, and one additional line at 5853.7 Å was used in the UVES spectra. Total of 8 La ii and 20 Nd ii lines were available in the GIRAFFE spectra, and approximately twice as many in the UVES spectra. However most of these lines become too weak to measure at [Fe/H] −2.2. The same was true for the one Eu ii line which was used at 6645.1 Å. For a full linelist and further description of the abundance determination see Paper I.
The NLTE effects of Y, La, and Nd lines are not extensively studied, but the robustness of the r-process pattern in stars of different evolutionary stages (e.g. Sneden et al. 2008) suggests that the corrections for La and Nd are not sever. The NLTE effects of Ba in evolved RGB stars have been shown to be minimal, < 0.1 dex (e.g. Andrievsky et al. 2009 Andrievsky et al. , 2017 , relative to typical abundance errors of dwarf galaxy stars. The assumption of LTE in this work, will therefore not significantly affect our results or conclusions.
Neutron-capture elements in Sculptor
The chemical abundances of n-capture elements in the Sculptor dSph galaxy are shown in Fig. 1 . To establish a reference for chemical enrichment timescales in Sculptor, we also include [Mg/Fe]. Mg traces nearly exclusively ccSNe, while Fe comes from both ccSNe and SN type Ia (e.g. Tsujimoto et al. 1995; Iwamoto et al. 1999) . The [Mg/Fe] with [Fe/H] in Fig. 1 follows a very well known trend in Sculptor (e.g. Geisler et al. 2005; Tolstoy et al. 2009; Kirby et al. 2011; Hill et al. 2019) . A 'knee' in [α/Fe] is observed at [Fe/H] ≈ −1.8 when SN type Ia start to significantly enrich the environment, 1 − 2 Gyr after the onset of star formation (de Boer et al. 2012 ). This happens at lower metallicity in the Sculptor dSph compared to the Milky Way, possibly due to lower star formation rate and/or more metal loss (see a detailed discussion in Hill et al. 2019) .
Two stars in Sculptor, ET0381 (Jablonka et al. 2015 ) and UET0145 (this work; Hill et al. 2019) , have subsolar abundances in most [X/Fe], which is unusual at their metallicity, and are therefore labelled specifically in the top panel of Fig. 1 . Furthermore, three stars in Sculptor with HR spectra (Shetrone et al. 2003; Geisler et al. 2005; Skúladóttir et al. 2015b ) have enhanced n-capture element abundances and are marked with open diamonds in Fig. 1 . The [Mg/Fe] value for these three peculiar stars falls within the average values in Sculptor, and the same is true for other α-as well as the iron peak elements (Shetrone et al. 2003; Geisler et al. 2005; Skúladóttir et al. 2015b ). The following sub-sections will focus on the properties of the main stellar population in Sculptor, while these outliers will be further discussed in a dedicated Section 5.
The evolution of the n-capture elements
At the earliest times in the evolution of a galaxy, AGB stars have not started to contribute to the chemical evolution, and therefore Ba is mostly created by the rprocess, with a possible contribution from massive, fastrotating, low-metallicity stars (e.g. Frischknecht et al. 2016; Choplin et al. 2018; Banerjee et al. 2018) , and/or the iprocess in massive stars (e.g. Clarkson et al. 2018 ). In Fig. 1 , we see very low −1.5 < [Ba/Fe] < 0 at [Fe/H] < −2, consistent with this scenario.
As more intermediate-and low-mass stars go through the AGB phase, the s-process becomes more important. Thus [Ba/Fe] increases with increasing [Fe/H], reaching a plataeu at the solar value, [Ba/Fe] ≈ 0 at [Fe/H] −1.6, similar to the Milky Way. However, at these metallicities the contribution of Fe from SN type Ia is much more significant in Sculptor compared to the Milky Way, as seen by the low [Mg/Fe] abundances (top panel of Fig. 1 ). Therefore, since [Ba/Fe] are similar in these galaxies, [Ba/Mg] is higher in Sculptor stars than in Milky Way stars at these metallicities (see Fig. 1 in Paper I). We can thus conclude that the contribution of the s-process relative to ccSN is higher in Sculptor than in the Milky Way at the same −1.6 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ −0.9. Furthermore, the plateau of [Ba/Fe] in both Sculptor and the Milky Way suggests that the timescales of SN type Ia and the s-process are comparable.
On the contrary, if we focus on the r-process element Eu, we notice high values, [Eu/Fe] > 0 at the lowest metallicities, both in Sculptor and the Milky Way (bottom panel of Fig. 1 ). As the contribution of SN type Ia to Fe increases, the [Eu/Fe] decreases, similar to the trend observed in [Mg/Fe] (top and bottom panels of Fig. 1 ). The same trend is observed in the Milky Way at higher metallicity, [Fe/H] > −1, when SN type Ia start to dominate the chemical enrichment. The observed differences of Ba and Eu abundances in Sculptor are in good agreement with the generally accepted premises where the bulk of these elements come from distinct production sites, i.e. the s-and r-process, respectively.
The elements La and Nd are predicted to be created by both the s-and r-processes, with 75% and 58%, respectively, of the solar abundance coming from the s-process (Bisterzo et al. 2014) . The chemical abundances of these elements in Sculptor bear signatures of this. Indeed, in The deviation from the mean abundance, ∆[X/Fe], for our target stars as a function of the same for Ba (left), and Eu (right). Lines show the best fit to the data. Red lines and t-values refer to all available data for Ba, blue to stars where Eu could be measured, i.e. blue t-values in left panels correspond to when the stellar sample on the right is used. Typical measurement errors are shown in gray.
we see that both [La/Fe] and [Nd/Fe] decrease with increasing [Fe/H]. However, the slope is not as steep as in the case of [Eu/Fe], since the delayed contribution of the s-process, somewhat counteracts that of SN type Ia, but not fully like in the case of [Ba/Fe].
Finally, the light n-capture element Y is predicted to come from the LEPP, s-, i-, and rprocesses (Travaglio et al. 2004; Sneden et al. 2008; Karakas & Lattanzio 2014; Hampel et al. 2016 ). According to (Bisterzo et al. 2014 ) around 72% of the solar Y abundance is expected to come from the s-process, which is comparable to La (75%), however, the behavior of Y and La in Sculptor is different, see top panel of Fig. 1 . Furthermore, [Y/Fe] in Sculptor is different from the Milky Way, with significantly lower values, especially at higher metallicities ([Fe/H] > −2). Again, this is affected by SN type Ia, but also by the lower Y yields in low-metallicity AGB stars compared to those at higher metallicities (Karakas & Lattanzio 2014) . The values of [Y/Fe] with increasing metallicity at [Fe/H] > −2 are consistent with a fairly flat or slightly decreasing trend, indicating that AGB stars are a significant source of this element in Sculptor, since it counteracts the effect of SN type Ia (see also Paper I). The production of Y before the onset of AGB stars ([Fe/H] < −2) is however less certain, but will be further discussed in Section 4.2.
Scatter in the n-capture abundances
In some cases, the observed scatter of [X/Fe] at a given [Fe/H] in Sculptor exceeds what is expected from the abundance measurement errors alone, see Fig. 1 and representative error bars therein. This is particularly evident for [Ba/Fe] at low metallicities, [Fe/H] ≤ −1.8, where Ba traces the r-process (see Section 3.1). As the r-process products are known to come from strong and rare events and the ISM is not fully mixed at the early stages (see discussion in Paper I), a significant scatter is expected at the lowest metallicities, as is also observed in the Milky Way, see Fig. 1 . Unfortunately, Eu, La, and Nd are challenging to measure at [Fe/H] < −2 with the available spectra in Sculptor, so low values would go undetected. We are therefore unable to confirm if this scatter is also present in these elements at An intrinsic scatter in these elements could be due to the s-and/or r-process products not being fully homogeneously mixed in the ISM. If the scatter is not solely from random errors, this would cause correlations in the abundances of different elements formed in the same process. For example, a star with a high s-process contribution for its [Fe/H] would have high abundances of several n-capture elements,
To test this, we determined a running mean for each element, [X/Fe] , as a function of [Fe/H] and for each star we calculated the deviation from this mean,
To avoid systematic offsets between surveys, we only include our current sample. The clear outlier UET0145 (see Fig. 1 ) is also excluded in these results and the following discussion. 2 The correlations between the scatter of different elements with ∆[Ba/Fe] and ∆[Eu/Fe] are shown in Fig. 2 , with the corresponding t-values, t = r √ N − 2/ √ 1 − r 2 , where N is the sample size and r is the Pearson correlation coefficient. These t-values measure the significance of the correlation, where the 98% confidence level is at t ≈ 2.4 for our sample sizes (50-100 stars). Due to fewer available mea-surements, any correlations with Eu include only ≈ 50 stars while those with Ba typically have > 80 stars (see Paper I). The level of significance of these correlations is directly affected by the differences in sample sizes and average data quality. (The Eu sample is biased towards stars with higher S/N spectra and [Fe/H] −2; Paper I). For a more fair comparison, we therefore also list the t-values for the reduced sample for Ba (blue in Fig. 2 Fig. 2 , while the correlation with ∆[La/Fe] is less strong. This suggests that the s-process products are not fully homogeneously mixed in the ISM of Sculptor. This is not surprising for the products of AGB stars, which are released by stellar winds that are much less energetic than SNe. Similarly, ∆[Eu/Fe] correlates clearly with ∆[La/Fe] and ∆[Nd/Fe]; while to a lesser degree also with ∆[Y/Fe]. These results indicate inhomogeneously mixed r-process products in the ISM of Sculptor, even at the higher metallicities [Fe/H] −2 where we are able to measure Eu. This is likely caused by the rarity of r-process events.
We note that ∆[Eu/Fe] shows a more significant cor-
Although Nd is expected to have a stronger contribution from the r-process compared to La, most likely the smaller errors of Nd result in a more significant correlation. Indeed, the correlation of ∆[Ba/Fe] is also stronger with Nd than La, though the s-process is expected to be slightly more effective in producing La (e.g. Bisterzo et al. 2014 ). However, the correlation of Eu to both of those elements is stronger than with Ba, suggesting that the intrinsic scatter in Nd and La might be more strongly affected by the r-process than the s-process.
Although not shown in Fig. 2 , there is also a statistically significant correlation of the scatter in Nd with that of Y and La, with t-values of 4.1 and 5.6 respectively, when including all available measurements. This is expected as all these elements are created both by the s-and r-processes.
Finally, we note that some part of our correlations might arise from systematic errors, such as stellar parameters and continuum evaluation of the spectra. However, in agreement with their different origin, there is no statistically significant correlation between the scatter in Ba and Eu (bottom panel of Fig. 2 ). If Ba traces the r-process at low metallicity, some correlation would be expected with Eu, but given our limited number of stars with Eu measurements at [Fe/H] < −2 (and the relatively high measurement errors, see Fig. 1 , and 2), it is unsurprising that the correlation is not stronger. Furthermore, no clear correlation was found between the scatter in Mg and any of the n-capture elements.
Ultimately, the correlations shown in Fig. 2 thus indicate that some of the observed scatter in Y, Ba, La, Nd, and Eu is intrinsic. The products of both the s-and rprocess were therefore likely well but not completely homogeneously mixed in the ISM during the evolution of the Sculptor dSph. ratio of the pure r-process is shown with a green dashed line, and the pure s-process is in orange (Bisterzo et al. 2014 ). In the case of [Y/Ba] the value of the r-rich star CS 22892-052 is also shown with a green dotted line (Sneden et al. 2003) . Milky Way references: Reddy et al. 2003 Reddy et al. , 2006 Venn et al. 2004; François et al. 2007; Hansen et al. 2012; Mishenina et al. 2013; Roederer et al. 2014. 4. The relative contribution of different n-capture processes in Sculptor Since subsolar values are reached at the end of the chemical evolution in Sculptor (Fig. 3) , it can be immediately deducted that [Y,La,Nd/Ba] < 0 in the cumulative AGB enrichment at low metallicities, i.e. in the integrated yields over all stellar masses (see further discussion in Section 6.3). At the highest [Ba/H] −1.4 , [X/Ba] in Sculptor are always lower than those of the main stellar population in the Milky Way (filled black squares in Fig. 3 ). This suggests that the relative s-process (and/or i-process) to r-process contribution is higher in Sculptor at these [Ba/H]. This is confirmed by the lowest panel of Fig. 3 , where [Eu/Ba] Scl < [Eu/Ba] MW at the highest metallicity, as expected by lower relative r-process contribution.
The different [X/Ba] trends in Sculptor and the Milky Way can be understood by the distinct star formation histories of these two galaxies. With the Milky Way's higher star formation rate, the gas is enriched up to higher metallicities (including [Ba/H]) before the production by low-and intermediate-mass AGB stars becomes important. Thus the [Eu/Ba] ratios start decreasing at higher [Ba/H] in the Milky Way compared to Sculptor, analogous to what is seen with [α/Fe] due to the delayed contribution of SN type Ia (Fig. 1; also Hill et al. 2019) . Contrary to the Milky Way, Sculptor's star formation died out ∼ 8 − 10 Gyr ago (de Boer et al. 2012; Weisz et al. 2014; Savino et al. 2018; Bettinelli et al. 2019) , presumably because the bulk of its gas was lost. This could further increase the impact of AGB yields at the later stages of the galaxy's evolution, if their products were released into a relatively small mass of gas (e.g. Salvadori et al. 2015) .
Finally, if we focus on the Milky Way CEMP-s, and -i stars in Fig. 3 (open In general the high-[Ba/H] Sculptor stars have more contribution from the r-process compared to Milky Way CEMPs and -i stars. This can be seen in the higher [Eu/Ba] in the Sculptor stars compared to Milky Way CEMP-s and -i stars. In many cases, the latter have [Eu/Ba] values consistent with pure s-process (Fig. 3) . Stars in Sculptor which are peculiar in the n-capture elements are identified with open magenta diamonds in Fig. 1 and 3 . These stars will be discussed in Section 5.
The relative production of Y and Ba
The ratio of [Y/Ba] in Sculptor follows the upper envelope of those observed in the Milky Way at [Ba/H] < −2.4 (top panel of Fig. 3 ). This is in good agreement with the observational findings of Mashonkina et al. (2017) who investigated the ratio of [Sr/Ba] in seven dwarf galaxies 3 at low metallicities, [Ba/H] < −2. Both Sr and Y are light n-capture elements, belonging to the first peak, which have been shown to have very tight correlations (e.g. François et al. 2007; Hansen et al. 2012) and are generally accepted to have the same nucleosynthetic origin (e.g. Sneden et al. 2008 ). Mashonkina et al. (2017) found that dSph galaxies typically have increasing [Sr/Ba] ratios towards lower [Ba/H], similar to the higher values in the Milky Way, while the smaller UFD galaxies have lower ratios, [Sr/Ba] ≈ 0 (with significant scatter). Our new measurements of [Y/Ba] in Sculptor (Fig. 3 ) are in very good agreement with these results (see also Paper III).
Although the abundance pattern of the r-process has been shown to be robust at 55 < Z < 70, the lighter ncapture elements, such as Y, show a large scatter in its ratios (e.g. Roederer et al. 2010 ). In Fig. 3 we show [Y/Ba] both for the solar-scaled r-process (Bisterzo et al. 2014 ), but also for the r-rich star CS 22892-052 at [Fe/H] = −3 (Sneden et al. 2003) . This demonstrates that the solarscaled r-process is not adequate to describe [Y/Ba] in the r-process at low metallicities. From the decreasing values of [Y/Ba] with increasing pollution from metal-poor AGB stars (Fig. 3) , we infer that their yields have [Y/Ba] < 0. Thus it is hard to explain the high [Y/Ba] +0.4 at the lowest [Fe/H], both in Sculptor and in the Milky Way (e.g. McWilliam 1998). A significant contribution from another process such as the weak r-process (or LEPP) is therefore needed (e.g. François et al. 2007; Hansen et al. 2012) .
In Fig. 4 If Y and Ba are completely co-produced in a single nucleosynthetic site, a slope between their abundances of a = 1 is expected. 4 At higher [Ba/H] and thus later times, Y is therefore consistent with being mostly produced by the main s-process in Sculptor, while at the earliest times the production of Y and Ba is more likely from separate sources.
Comparison with theory -Peculiar stars
The small abundance dispersion of the bulk of the stellar population in the Sculptor dSph may indicate that most of these stars formed from a rather well-mixed reservoir enriched by a significant number of previous stellar generations (see Fig. 1 , and Hill et al. 2019 ). However, three previously published stars, ET0097, G-982, and S-400 are chemically peculiar, showing significant differences in the heavy element abundances compared to the main population, see Fig. 1 and 3 . At these metallicities, −2 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ −1, it is unlikely that a single source is responsible for the com-plete enrichment of these stars (e.g. Salvadori et al. 2019 ). However, the high n-capture elements suggest that the peculiarity of the abundance pattern of these stars at Z > 30 might be the cause of binary transfer or a rare event, dominating the heavy element enrichment. Such peculiarities may thus indicate that the heavy elements in these stars mainly reflect the material ejected by just one or very few sources.
The detailed abundance patterns of the three peculiar stars are shown in Fig. 5 , along with comparison of models of AGB stars (Cristallo et al. 2015) , MHD SN , and dynamical ejecta from NSM (Korobkin et al. 2012; Rosswog et al. 2013 ). Contrary to the heavy elements, the α-and iron peak element abundance patterns of these stars are typical for their metallicity (see e.g. [Mg/Fe] in Fig. 1, and Hill et al. 2019 ). Thus it is likely that the α-and iron peak elements arise from many generations of ccSN. For comparison, we therefore also include ccSN models in Fig. 5 , which have been weighted with the initial mass function (IMF) of stars, a power-law mass spectrum, with a slope of x = 1.35, lower We also compared the observed abundances of these peculiar stars with the undiluted i-process (Hampel et al. 2016) , and the ejecta of 25 M ⊙ massive star models computed at Z = 10 −3 with 5 υ ini /υ crit =0, 0.4 and 0.7, where the s-process is followed consistently during the evolution (details on the models can be found in Choplin et al. 2018 ). To make the fits, the mass cut 6 , M cut , and the dilution factor 7 , D, and the mass of added hydrogen are let as free parameters.
ET0097
The star ET0097 is a CEMP-no star at [Fe/H] = −2, with unusually high [Sr,Y,Zr/Ba] > +0.7 (Skúladóttir et al. 2015b ), but its [X/Ba] are otherwise in agreement with Sculptor stars, see Fig 3. It has experienced internal mixing on the RGB (Skúladóttir et al. 2015b ) and the current C abundance is therefore smaller than the initial abundances, and the N abundance is higher (Gratton et al. 2000; Spite et al. 2005; Placco et al. 2014 ). For C, we consider a correction of +0.3 dex, which gives [C/Fe] = 0.8, and assume the measured value of [N/Fe] is an upper limit. 5 The critical velocity υcrit is reached when the gravitational acceleration is counterbalanced by the centrifugal force. It is expressed as υcrit = 2 3 GM Rp,c with Rp,c the polar radius at the critical limit. 6 Mass coordinate that delimitates the part of the star which is expelled from the part which is kept into the remnant. 7 D = MISM/Mej where MISM is the mass of interstellar medium added to the ejected mass Mej.
The comparison of the chemical abundances of ET0097 with AGB and r-process models is shown in the top panel of Fig. 5 . The abundance pattern of the heavy n-capture elements (Z > 55) are best fitted with a NSM. However, the high [Y/Ba] abundance cannot be fitted with either the r-process or AGB model predictions. One-zone models of the pure i-process are also unable to reproduce the high [Eu/Ba] and [Sr,Y,Zr/Ba] (Hampel et al. 2016 ). Fig. 6 shows the best fits for ET0097 while considering three rotating 25 M ⊙ stellar models. The reduced chisquare is computed as χ 2 ν = χ 2 /(N − m), with N the number of data points and m the number of free parameters. The rotating models provide better solutions than the non-rotating model, which produce very little n-capture elements. However, there are some significant discrepancies even for the rotating models. The relatively high [Sr/H] ratio cannot be well reproduced together with the lower [Y/H] and [Zr/H] ratios. Also, the increasing trend from Ba to Nd cannot be reproduced. In particular, [Ba/Nd] < 0 cannot be obtained in the massive star models considered here.
However, the analysis of Skúladóttir et al. (2015b) assumes 1D LTE, while some elements have quite strong NLTE effects at low metallicity, in particular Na and K. Skúladóttir et al. (2015b) evaluated Na from three lines at 5890.0, 5895.9, and 8183.3 Å, where the two bluer lines have been shown to need extremely large positive corrections, +0.5 (Andrievsky et al. 2007) . Similarly, the K resonance lines at 7664.9 and 7699.0 Å, which are used in Skúladóttir et al. (2015b) , need large negative corrections (Andrievsky et al. 2010; Reggiani et al. 2019) . The Sr in Skúladóttir et al. (2015b) is based on two available lines at 4077.7 and 4607.3 Å, where the bluer line gives abundance 0.26 dex lower than the other. Dedicated studies of NLTE effects of Sr (e.g. Andrievsky et al. 2011; Article number, page 9 of 16 A&A proofs: manuscript no. Skuladottir_ncap2 Fig. 1) . Given the overall uncertainties of the abundance analysis, ET0097 is therefore in fairly good agreement with being the descendant of rapidly-rotating, massive, low-metallicity star.
S-400
The outlier Scl-400 (Shetrone et al. 2003) has similar [X/Ba] as other stars in Sculptor (see Fig. 3 ), although it has a very high [Ba/H] = −1.3 for its [Fe/H] = −2 (see Fig. 1 ). The C-abundance of this star is unknown, but if the carbon is high, this would be a CEMP-r star, since [Eu/Ba] = +0.3. In fact, it can be seen in the middle panel of Fig. 5 (Geisler et al. 2005) , and it is thus in most cases outside the range depicted in Figs 1 and 3 . Geisler et al. (2005) did not provide C abundance for this star, but it was excluded from the analysis of Hill et al. (2019) , under the name ET0136, due to strong molecular CN-bands. This is therefore likely a CEMP-s or a CEMP-i star (typically called CH stars at this metallicity). According to Geisler et al. (2005) , G-982 has [Y/Ba] = −0.8, [La/Ba] = +0.2 and [Eu/Ba] = −0.5. Although the Y abundance is consistent with the most Barich stars in Sculptor, see Fig. 3 , the La abundance is significantly higher, suggesting that G-982 was enriched by an atypical companion.
The extremely high Ba and La abundances make this star difficult to fit, and neither the AGB models (Fig. 5) nor massive stars models are successful. Although the abundance pattern of a 2 M ⊙ AGB star matches well with the heavy elements, it produces too much of the lighter elements (Z < 30) to provide a reasonable fit. Similarly to S-400, the high [Ba/Fe] and [La/Fe] ratios of this star cannot be reproduced together with the low [Y/Fe] ratio in the massive star models from Choplin et al. (2018) .
One-zone models of the pure i-process are, on the other hand, able to well fit the abundance pattern of G-982, see Fig. 7 . However, this is based on only five measurements of heavy elements (Z > 30). In particular, the model predicts extremely high [Pd/Fe] = 4, which is unclear whether is plausible.
Comparison with theory -Main population
Direct comparison
The main stellar population in Sculptor formed out of an ISM, which was presumably enriched slowly over time. Each star is therefore expected to bear the signatures of a range of n-capture events, where the contribution of AGB stars became more dominant with increasing metallicity, corresponding to later times (see Section 4; and Paper I). However, it is still useful to investigate whether this contribution is dominated by AGB stars with a specific mass. Fig. 8 shows how well our observed abundance pattern for the heavy elements (Y, Ba, La, Nd, and Eu) is fitted by different s-process AGB yields from the F.R.U.I.T.Y 8 database (Cristallo et al. 2009 (Cristallo et al. , 2011 . The models in Fig. 8 assume a standard 13 C-pocket, non-rotating AGB stellar models with masses between 1.3 and 5 M ⊙ . We use models with metallicities that agree with the Sculptor stellar sample: Z = 10 −4 and Z = 10 −3 (corresponding to [M/H] = −2.3 and −1.3, respectively).
More specifically, Fig. 8 shows the resulting number of stars N with a given quality of fit, χ 2 , where for clarity we truncate the χ 2 at 40. Overall, the most massive metal-poor AGB stars (5 M ⊙ , and Z = 10 −4 ) provide the best fit to the Sculptor abundances, which remains true if we expand the fitting range to all available abundance measurements of the α-and iron peak elements (from North et al. 2012; Skúladóttir et al. 2015a Skúladóttir et al. , 2017 Hill et al. 2019 ). According to the MDF in Sculptor, the vast majority of AGB stars that contribute to the chemical enrichment of the ISM are expected to be in the range −2.5 < [Fe/H] < −1.5 (e.g. Battaglia et al. 2008b; Paper I) . This is consistent with the lower metallicity models in Fig. 8 giving better match to the data. However, it is not immediately obvious why the higher mass AGB star models are favoured.
The comparison of theoretical yields to the abundance pattern of two typical Sculptor stars ([Fe/H] = −1.9, and Fig. 8 . The number of stars, N , with a given goodness of fit, χ 2 , between the measured abundance pattern (Y, Ba, La, Nd, and Eu) of individual stars in Sculptor, and theoretical s-process AGB yields from the F.R.U.I.T.Y database. Results are shown for five different AGB masses: 1.3, 2, 3, 4 and 5 M⊙ (from top to bottom), for two metallicities: Z = 10 −4 (light blue) and Z = 10 −3 (dark blue). Poor fits, χ 2 > 40, are not shown. −0.9) is shown in Fig. 9 . In addition to two AGB models from the F.R.U.I.T.Y database (2, and 5 M ⊙ , with Z = 10 −4 ), we also include a model for MHD jet SN ) and a NS-NS merger (each of 1 M ⊙ from Korobkin et al. 2012; Rosswog et al. 2013 ). Here we only consider the dynamical ejecta, which is not a complete representation. However, for the elements in question a considerable contribution from the wind ejecta is not expected.
In the metal-poor star ET0048, at [Fe/H] = −1.9, the abundance pattern of the heavy n-capture elements (Ba, La, Nd, and Eu) is consistent with mainly being the result of the r-process. Both MHD SN and NSM show reasonably good fits, see Fig. 9 . This is consistent with the conclusion that AGB stars only start to become important when the ISM in Sculptor has reached [Fe/H] ≈ −2 (see Fig. 1 and discussion in Paper I). However, [Y/Ba] in ET0048 is higher than predicted by the r-process, suggesting a significant contribution from a LEPP (as shown in Fig. 3 and 4) . Another possibility is that the MHD SN is induced by the rotation of a massive star. In case of rotation, the lighter ncapture elements (e.g. Y) can be produced during its stellar lifetime (Choplin et al. 2018 ; see also e.g. Fig. 6) . A rotating massive star then experiencing MHD SN may therefore be consistent with ET0048.
The metal-rich star ET0051, at [Fe/H] = −0.9 (bottom panel of Fig. 9 ), shows clearer signs of s-process influences, i.e. lower [Eu/Ba], but also lower [La/Ba] and [Nd/Ba] which is typical for stars at higher metallicities in Sculptor (see Fig. 3 ). Although we see that AGB yields provide better fits to ET0051 with respect to MHD SN and NS-NS, we cannot clearly identify a model that fully reproduce these abundances. While the [Y/Ba] ratio is more in line with low-mass AGB models, M = 2 M ⊙ , the [La,Nd/Ba] ratios are more compatible with the higher mass models, M = 5 M ⊙ . As this is a general property of the F.R.U.I.T.Y database, i.e. that higher mass stars have lower [La,Nd/Ba], it results in the high-mass models giving better fits in Fig. 8 . Even in the 5 M ⊙ model, however, the predicted values of [La/Ba] are significantly higher than the observed values. This will be discussed in more details in Section 6.3.
Correcting for the r-process
The comparison of chemical abundance patterns in the Sculptor dSph with theoretical models is somewhat complicated by the fact that all processes, the s-, i-and rprocess, contribute to the overall build-up of n-capture el- Fig. 10 . Blue symbols are the abundance ratios of the cumulative s-and/or i-process enrichment, i.e. [X/Ba] s/i , in the chemical evolution of Sculptor from [Fe/H] = −2 to −1. Different symbols are three independent methods to remove the r-process from the measured abundances: 1) Circles assume the r-process pattern from Bisterzo et al. (2014) ; 2) Squares adopt the pattern of the strongly r-process enhanced star CS 22892-052 from Sneden et al. (2003) ; 3) Triangles assume that any increase of [X/Mg] with [Fe/H] in Sculptor comes only from the s-process (see text for details). Errors include measurements errors in Sculptor and the errors from Bisterzo et al. (2014) . The abundance range of Milky Way CEMP-s stars with a undiluted s-process signature, [Eu/Ba] < −0.9, is shown with a light gray bar, and a dark gray bar is the same for CEMP-i stars with −0.5 ≤ [Eu/Ba] ≤ 0, [Ba/Fe] > 1, and [Eu/Fe] > 1. The range of all available s-process models for AGB stars in the F.R.U.I.T.Y database are shown for two metallicities: Z = 10 −4 (dark orange); and Z = 10 −3 (light orange). Yellow is the range of abundance ratios for non-standard s-process in massive stars, 10 − 150 M⊙ with Z = 10 −3 (Choplin et al. 2018) . The range of the pure i-process at Z = 10 −4 is in green, where light green refers to n-densities of 10 12 ≤ n d /cm −3 ≤ 10 14 , and dark green assumes higher 10 14 < n d /cm −3 ≤ 10 15 (Hampel et al. 2016 ). CEMP-s references: Aoki et al. 2002; Cohen et al. 2013; Roederer et al. 2014 ; CEMP-i references: Aoki et al. 2002; Goswami et al. 2006; Behara et al. 2010; Cohen et al. 2013; Cui et al. 2013; Hansen et al. 2015; Hampel et al. 2019 (which includes the sample from Abate et al. 2015a). ements. The predicted AGB stellar yields depend heavily on both the mass and metallicity of the star, and other model parameters such as rotation and the size of the 13 C-pocket (e.g. Karakas & Lattanzio 2014; Cristallo et al. 2015) . The r-process, on the other hand, has been observationally proven to be quite robust for the elements from Ba to Eu (e.g. Sneden et al. 2003 Sneden et al. , 2008 . Therefore we can estimate and subtract the r-process contribution from the build-up of n-capture elements in Sculptor.
To ensure that our results are robust we explore three different methods to correct for the r-process, namely by assuming: 1) the solar-scaled r-process pattern (Bisterzo et al. 2014) ; 2) the measured abundances of the rprocess rich star CS 22892-052 (Sneden et al. 2003) ; 3) that the r-process and ccSN have similar timescales (see Paper I), so that any increase in [X/Mg] (where X has Z > 30) with [Fe/H] is due to a delayed s-and/or i-process.
These independent assumptions about the r-process give very consistent results, see Fig. 10 . One excep-tion is [Y/Ba], while assuming the solar-scaled r-process (Bisterzo et al. 2014) . This predicts higher [Y/Ba] than observed in Sculptor, i.e. even if all Y came from the r-process, the predicted [Y/Ba] r ratios are not reached. It has been shown that there is a significant range of [Y/Ba] in metalpoor, pure-r stars (e.g. Roederer et al. 2010) , which are typically much lower than those of the solar-scaled r-process (see also Fig. 3 ). We therefore conclude that the [Y/Ba] ratios from Bisterzo et al. (2014) , which are based on the solar abundance, are not appropriate for our sample. Otherwise, the overall good agreement between different methods, suggest that the measured [X/Ba] s/i in Sculptor are reliable.
6.3. The signature of the sand/or i-process enrichment By correcting for the r-process (Section 6.2) we have isolated the abundance ratios of [X/Ba] s/i , i.e. the cumulative s-and/or i-process enrichment occurring from [Fe/H] = −2 to −1 in the Sculptor dSph. Our results are shown in Fig. 10 along with the range of measured [X/Ba] in Milky Way pure CEMP-s stars ([Eu/Ba] < −0.9), and CEMPi stars (−0.5 ≤ [Eu/Ba] ≤ 0). For comparison with theoretical models, we include the range of: a) all available s-process AGB stellar yields in the F.R.U.I.T.Y database (Cristallo et al. 2009 (Cristallo et al. , 2011 , for Z = 10 −4 and 10 −3 , b) yield predictions for massive stars (10 − 150 M ⊙ ) at Z = 10 −3 , with and without rotation (Choplin et al. 2018) , c) predictions for pure i-processed material at Z = 10 −4 (Hampel et al. 2016) .
From Fig. 10 (top panel) it is clear that the ratio of [Y/Ba] s/i in Sculptor is at the higher end of [Y/Ba] in CEMP-s and CEMP-i stars in the Milky Way. This may in part be a consequence of the lower metallicity of the CEMP sample, −3 < [Fe/H] CEMP < −2, relative to Sculptor, which has an MDF that peaks around [Fe/H] ≈ −2, so the majority of the stars have −2.5 < [Fe/H] < −1.5 (e.g. Battaglia et al. 2008b; Paper I) . The AGB stellar yields for [Y/Ba] are predicted to be quite metallicity dependent, i.e. increasing towards higher metallicities (e.g. Karakas & Lattanzio 2014; Cristallo et al. 2015) . However, we note that there is no statistically significant increase of [Y/Ba] with [Fe/H], within our selected sample of CEMP-s stars. Another difference between these samples is the fact that the CEMP-s and -i stars trace enrichment by individual stars in binary systems while the Sculptor values should be interpreted as integrated yield values over the stellar IMF. In other words, these samples include different mass distributions of contributing AGB stars, which can cause differences in the resulting [X/Ba], as opposed to the yields of just one single AGB star which are observed in CEMP-s and -i stars.
The observed value of [Y/Ba] s/i in Sculptor is lower than expected from the predicted s-process AGB stellar yields from the F.R.U.I.T.Y database, see Fig. 10 . Furthermore, the disagreement of the yields with Milky Way CEMP-s and -i stars is even stronger. We note that this result is not limited to our choice of s-process yields. Lugaro et al. (2012) predict [Sr/Ba] −1, and were thus unable to reproduce the lowest [Sr/Ba] in their comparison samples of observed CEMP-s, and -i stars. Since the models of massive stars predict even larger [Y/Ba], it is unlikely that these are the dominant source of s-and i-process ele-ments in the cumulative enrichment of the Sculptor dSph. However, results of the pure i-process predict much lower [Y/Ba], consistent with the bulk of CEMP-s, and -i stars (Hampel et al. 2016) . The [Y/Ba] s/i ratio in Sculptor is thus best explained with a combination of the s-and iprocesses.
The ratio of the neighbouring elements, [La/Ba] s/i , in Sculptor is consistent with CEMP-s stars, but lower than those of CEMP-i stars, see Fig. 10 . Similarly to Y, the sprocess yields for [La/Ba] are higher than the measured value in Sculptor, both for AGB and massive stars. Furthermore, they are not able to reproduce the full range of [La/Ba] ratios in the pure CEMP-s stars. The theoretical iprocess is, however, consistent with the low values of Sculptor and CEMP-s stars. We note, that at models at the highest n-density, n d = 10 15 cm −3 , predict [Eu/Ba] = −1, which would observationally be defined as the s-process. Thus, some of the stars in our CEMP-s sample, might actually be CEMP-i stars. Curiously, the pure i-process models are not able to explain the high [La/Ba] > 0, which are observed in some Milky Way CEMP-i stars (e.g. Goswami et al. 2006; Cohen et al. 2013; Hansen et al. 2015) . One possible explanation is that these could actually be CEMP-r/s stars, that is, showing a combined pollution by both the r-and sprocesses, since the r-process has [La/Ba] > 0, see Fig. 3 .
All s-and i-process models in Fig. 10 agree with the measured value of [Nd/Ba] s/i in the Sculptor dSph, as well as the range of CEMP-s stars in the Milky Way. However, like in the case of La, the pure i-process models are not consistent with the high [Nd/Ba] in the Milky Way CEMP-i stars (e.g. Goswami et al. 2006; Hampel et al. 2019) .
Finally, we note that since the i-process can reach very low values, [Eu/Ba] ≈ −1 (Hampel et al. 2016) , the [Eu/Ba] ratio (as suggested by Beers & Christlieb 2005) is probably not a good indicator to separate between the sand i-process, since both processes overlap significantly in this space (Abate et al. 2015c) . Other probes, such as a combination of [La/Eu] and [Hf/Ir], have been proposed (Frebel 2018) , but since both Hf and Ir are very challenging to measure, this definition is not very practical. However, looking at the top panel of Fig. 10 , the theoretical predictions of the s-and i-processes separate nicely in [Y/Ba], or equivalently in [Sr/Ba], which Hansen et al. (2019) suggested as a very useful indicator of different CEMP subclasses.
Overall, the abundance pattern in the Sculptor dSph ( Fig. 10) cannot be explained by the s-process alone, but is better reproduced by a combination of the s-and iprocesses. However, the abundance ratios in Fig. 10 assume that the r-process is the dominant production site of Eu in Sculptor, which is supported by the flat trend of [Eu/Mg] ≈ 0 at −2.4 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ −0.9 in Sculptor (Paper I). However, if a significant fraction of Eu is created by the i-process, this would cause an increase in [Eu/Mg] with [Fe/H]. To quantitatively constrain how much the iprocess contributes to the build-up of n-capture elements in Sculptor, a full set of i-process yields for a range of AGB stellar masses is necessary. Unfortunately, this is unavailable at present. In addition, super-AGB stars have proton ingestion episodes, at all metalicities, but there is also no grid of those yet (Doherty et al. 2015; Jones et al. 2016) . A full chemical evolution modeling is therefore not possible at this point. However, our current results confirm that the
Discussion & Conclusions
The detailed chemical abundances of Mg, Y, Ba, La, Nd, and Eu in 98 stars in Sculptor have allowed us to explore the relative contribution of the different n-capture processes in this dSph galaxy: the slow (s), intermediate (i), and rapid (r) processes. Our results show that while the r-process is consistent with having little or no time delay relative to ccSN, the characteristic timescale of AGB stars is comparable with that of SN type Ia.
The −1.4, the contribution of AGB stars, relative to the r-process, is stronger in Sculptor than in the Milky Way. This is likely caused by the fact that star formation in Sculptor progressed slowly, and decreased until it was completely quenched when the galaxy lost all its gas. At later times the chemical enrichment was thus dominated by delayed processes, most notably AGB stars and SN type Ia. Presumably, the products of these delayed nucleosynthetic sites were released into a small mass of gas, further enhancing their effects (see also Salvadori et al. 2015) .
There is a break in the trend of [Y/H] vs [Ba/H] when AGB stars start to dominate the production of both elements (Section 4.2). At low metallicities, [Fe/H] < −2, [Y/Ba] follows the upper envelope of the same ratios in the Milky Way. This has been shown to be typical for dSph galaxies while ultra-faint dwarf galaxies typically have lower values (Mashonkina et al. 2017) . Similarly to the Milky Way, it is not clear what process causes the supersolar [Y/Ba] > 0 at the lowest [Ba/H] < −2.8, but possible explanations include massive stars with rotation, or the LEPP/weak-r/limited-r process.
The ISM in Sculptor seems to have been well mixed at [Fe/H] −2, judging by the relatively small scatter in the chemical abundances. However, correlations in the scatter of different n-capture elements suggest that some internal scatter in these element might be present at any given [Fe/H], i.e. that the heavy elements were well but not completely homogeneously mixed into the ISM at the center of Sculptor (Section 3.2). This applies both to a) the products of AGB stars, which are released by stellar winds which are much less energetic than SNe, and are thus more likely to be inhomogeneously mixed; and b) the r-process, where the rarity of the events is a likely cause of any ISM inhomogeneities.
To shed light on possible individual sources of heavy elements in Sculptor, we looked at three stars from the literature, which are rich in n-elements, and compared to theoretical yield predictions of single NSM, MHD SN, AGB, and massive stars (including rotation). For one of these stars (S-400), no satisfactory fit was found (Section 5), and its enhanced abundance pattern of the n-capture elements might therefore be the result of more than one n-capture process. The abundance pattern of the likely CH star G-982 at [Fe/H] = −1 from Geisler et al. (2005) is very well reproduced with a model of the i-process, though very high [Pb/Fe] ≈ 4 are predicted.
Finally, the CEMP-no star ET0097 at [Fe/H] = −2, which has unusually high [Sr,Y,Zr/Ba] > +0.7 (Skúladóttir et al. 2015b) , was best fitted by a rapidlyrotating massive star, which was able to explain both the high [C/Fe] and the high lighter n-capture elements. Similar conclusions were reached by Yong et al. (2017) for the star ROA 276, in ω Centauri, which has extremely high [X/Fe] > +1 of the lighter n-capture elements (29 < Z < 43). However the massive star models were not able to reproduce the low [C/Fe] < 0 in ROA 276. The apparently higher frequencies of CEMP-no stars with enhanced [Sr,Y,Zr/Ba] > +0.7 in dwarf galaxies compared to the Milky Way (see Section 1), might thus indicate that the products of massive stars are more commonly released into a small body of gas in these small systems compared to the Milky Way, causing the very clear imprint of their yields.
We measured the cumulative build-up of the n-capture elements in Sculptor, and isolated the s-, and/or i-process component. The correction for the r-process was done with three independent methods, which all gave consistent results (see Section 6.2). Thus, for the first time, we were able to measure the chemical abundance ratios in the cumulative s-, and/or i-process in Sculptor: [Y/Ba] s/i = −0.85 ± 0.16, [La/Ba] s/i = −0.49 ± 0.17, and [Nd/Ba] s/i = −0.48 ± 0.12. This is an important constraint of IMF integrated yields at low [Fe/H], and thus highly complementary to studies of CEMP-s, and -i stars which experienced mass transfer from an individual AGB binary companion.
Overall, our measured [X/Ba] s/i agree well with those of CEMP-s, and -i stars in the Milky Way. However, when comparing to theoretical yields of the s-process in AGB or massive stars, it is clear that they cannot reproduce the low [Y/Ba] s/i and [La/Ba] s/i measured in Sculptor (Section 6.3). This tension can be alleviated by also taking into account the contribution of the i-process which predicts much lower [Y/Ba] and [La/Ba] compared to the s-process. Thus we conclude that both the sand the i-process were important sources for the chemical enrichment in the Sculptor dSph galaxy.
However, if the i-process in AGB stars also created significant amounts of Eu in Sculptor, an increase of [Eu/Mg] with [Fe/H] would be expected, which is not observed in the currently available data (see Paper I). To fully quantify how much the i-process contributed to the overall build-up of the n-capture elements in Sculptor, a complete set of i-process yields are needed, both for super AGB stars (Doherty et al. 2015 (Doherty et al. , 2017 Jones et al. 2016) , as well as low-mass metalpoor stars (Campbell et al. 2010; Cristallo et al. 2016) .
We note that the theoretical predictions for the pure i-process are currently not able to reproduce the highest [La/Ba] > 0, and [Nd/Ba] > 0, which are observed in a subsample of Milky Way CEMP-i stars. These might thus actually be a CEMP-r/s stars, showing a combined signature of the s-and r-processes. Finally, given that models of the i-process predict quite low [Eu/Ba] ≈ −1 at high ndensities, n d = 10 15 cm −3 , this abundance ratio might not be optimal to distinguish between CEMP-s, and -i stars. Based on theoretical yield predictions, [Sr,Y,Zr/Ba] might be a better option, as was proposed by Hansen et al. (2019) .
Ultimately, our new measurements of Y, Ba, La, Nd, and Eu in RGB stars in the Sculptor dSph galaxy, and comparison to theory, strongly suggest that the i-process is important at low metallicity, and highlight that our understanding of the n-capture processes in the early universe is far from complete.
